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The mysterious appeal
of Pinot Gris
by Colin Ford
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Clearly, as the tasting in the spring
2012 edition of WineNZ shows, there
are some truly outstanding examples
made here and some really pretty
good ones too. But there’s also a lot,
that to me at least, are pretty bloody
ordinary.
By ordinary, I mean that the wines fail
to excite. So many seem to be stuck
in some kind of stylistic limbo and
in the absence of being emphatically
anything, they turn out emphatically
nothing... lost somehow.
Some take the aromatic approach to
style... But Pinot Gris isn’t actually
all that aromatic as a variety. If
I’m looking for aromatic, give me
emphatically aromatic Riesling or
Sauvignon Blanc. These are varieties
where the vibrancy and prettiness of
fruit can truly shine in New Zealand
conditions.
To me, we seem to really struggle
with balance in Pinot Gris here. In
many examples, wines are either
dry and flammably alcoholic or
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corpulent with residual sugar, lacking
the concentration on the palate or
phenolic ripeness to allow Pinot Gris’
textural qualities to shine.
I admit I’m not a grower or a
winemaker so I have no right to go off
on this tangent, but, well, I feel the
need to get this off my chest.
My theory is that in most of New
Zealand’s winegrowing regions, it is
too sunny and too cool for this variety.
To really excel with it, we need to
find terroir that have fewer sunshine
hours, enabling growers to control
sugar levels and hence enabling
winemakers to better control the
alcohol levels in the wines. These
terroir also need to be warmer,
allowing better flavour and phenolic
ripeness in the grapes, which can
be translated to purity of flavour and
improved texture in the wines.
This combination of less sunshine
yet more warmth may sound
contradictory, but in fact, it’s not. Look
at Marlborough for example, one of
the sunniest regions in New Zealand
and also one of the coolest. For Pinot
Gris, I think we need the opposite.
This country and our wine industry
have achieved enormous success in
our brief, brief history. I have no doubt
that over time, the definitive New
Zealand style of Pinot Gris will come.
In my view, we’re just not there yet.
Either that, or I just don’t get it. CF CF
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